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1. INTRODUCTION 
A typical description of an initial-value problem for linear retarded 
differential equations “under Caratheodory conditions” might run roughly 
as follows. For given h > 0 and positive integer rz, C = C([--h, 01, R”) is 
the usual space of continuous functions; F: R.+ x C -+ R* is measurable 
in the first variable and linear and continuous in the second, and satisfies 
an inequality of the form 
(l-1) 
where y is a fixed locally integrable function. For each continuous function u 
defined on an interval containing [t - 12, t] and with values in Rn, ut EC 
denotes the “slice” of ZJ between t - h and t “transplanted” to [-h, 01. 
Then the initial-value problem with the initial datum o EC and given 
“non-homogeneous term” r (a locally integrable function with values in Rn) 
reads 
q> = qt, %) + r(t), t > t, ) u*, = v (14 
(see for instance [2; p. 301, adapted to the linear case). Under these conditions, 
existence and uniqueness theorems, and propositions concerning the growth 
of solutions (depending on 9 and r) can be proved in the usual way.l 
* The work of this author was partially supported by NSF Grant GP-33364X. 
1 The referee points out that the earliest mention of Caratheodory conditions for a 
differential equation with delays is due to Sansone [3]. 
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It seems to us that these conditions are somewhat artificial; most especially 
(I. 1 ), which imposes on F a “narrowness” in its dependence on v that appears 
little justified. A bit less artificial is the requirement that the right-hand 
side of (1.2) depend precisely on ut , rather than merely being independent 
of u away from [t - h, t], a distinction that might-under measurability 
conditions that preclude pointwise verification of (1.2)-be significant 
a priori. We therefore believe it useful to investigate how much of the theory 
will remain if “natural Caratheodory conditions” are imposed. That this 
represents a genuine weakening of the assumptions on both counts can be 
illustrated even by time-independent equations in a one-dimensional space; 
this will be demonstrated elsewhere. 
By “natural Caratheodory conditions” we mean, beyond the linearity and 
the nondependence on the future, merely the requirement that the derivative 
be equated to a locally integrable function, plus the weakest possible local 
boundedness condition on the dependence of this locally integrable function 
on the presumptive solution. For greater generality, we consider functions 
defined for all time, past and future, and delays that may be unbounded; 
in Section 5 we demonstrate the reduction of a more conventional situation 
to a special case of this one. 
We thus assume given a “memory” n/r, a linear mapping transforming 
continuous functions into locally integrable ones in such a way that J&J 
and lk& agree on l-00, t] if u and u agree there (nondependence on the 
future), and consider the equation 
where u is specified on l-03, t,,] and r is locally integrable. The local 
boundedness condition we impose states, in effect, that there are everywhere 
intervals [a, b], sufficiently small, such that JJ~ maps a bounded set of 
continuous functions vanishing outside [a, b] into a set of functions whose 
Lr-norm when restricted to [a, b] is bounded (and not necessarily small, 
a priori, for small intervals). Nothing is assumed about the behavior of 
the transforms outside [a, b], nor about the action of M on other continuous 
functions (see Section 3). 
Under these weak conditions the initial-value problem (1.3) always has 
a strongly unique solution (Theorem 4.4). As a bonus, R” may be replaced 
by any Banach space E without modifying the proofs; these rely on nothing 
more exotic than the Banach Contractive Mapping Principle. 
If one imposes somewhat stronger and uniform boundedness conditions 
on Af, one obtains the usual exponential bounds on the growth of the solutions 
(Theorem 4.6). 
In Section 5 we specialize to the situation in which il& and &!v agree 
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on an interval [a, h] if zc and er agree on [a - 1, b]; i.e., the memory recalls 
nothing beyond a delay of 1. In this case we have the usual “transition 
operators” U(t, t,) that map the slice on [t, - 1, t,] of a solution of the 
homogeneous equation into the slice on [f - 1, t] of the same solution. 
In Section G we show that, under the conditions guaranteeing bounds on 
the growth of solutions, the transition operators U(t, t,) for t 3 t,, + 1 
are compact if E is finite-dimensional. This section appears to require 
results in functional analysis slightly less elementary than those used in 
the rest of the paper. 
2. NOTATION AXD TERMINOLOGY 
Throughout this paper, E denotes a real or complex Banach space; the 
norm in E is denoted by jl I(. 
The domain of most functions we deal with in Sections 3 and 4 is R, 
the real line, which we suppose provided with its usual metric topology 
and Lebesgue measure. An intmual is a connected subset of R with more 
than one point. The notations [a, b], ]a, b], [a, co[, etc., are used to denote 
specific intervals. 
We denote by K(E) th e 1 inear space of all continuous functions f: R + E, 
and by C(E) the Banach space of all bounded continuous functions& R -+ E, 
with the norm If 1 = sup,,, )( f(t)\/. W e a wa s 1 y d enote the unit ball of C(E) 
by 2:. 
We denote by L(E) the linear space of all (equivalence classes modulo 
null sets of) measurable functions fi R -+ E that are Bochner-integrable 
on each compact interval; and by M(E) the Banach space of those f E L(E) 
with If In* = suptER s? //f(s)/\ ds < co, with this supremum as norm. 
Two elements of L(E) agree on a measurable subset 5’ of R (usually 
an interval) if the restrictions to S are equal (modulo null sets). If fc L(E), 
its support, supp f, is the complement of the greatest open subset of R 
on which f agrees with 0; in particular, if f E K(E) then supp f is the closure 
of {t E R: f(t) f O}. 
3. MEMORIES 
Let the Banach space E be fixed. A memory is a linear mapping 
M: K(E) -+ L(E) such that: if t E R and if u, w E K(E) agree on ]-co, t], 
then ML, Mv agree on ]-cc, t]; equivalently: if ?c E K(E) and supp zc C [t, co[, 
then supp(Mu) C [t, co[. 
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For each memory M and each compact interval [a, zl] we define the 
extended-nonnegative number 
k&W; a, b) = sup 11’” /(MU)(S)]\ ds: u E 2, supp u C [a, b]/; (3.1) 
a 
if no confusion is likely, we omit mention of the memory M and write 
&(a, b). The definition obviously implies 
k,(c, d) < k,(a, 4 if [c, d] C [cz, b]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the memory M and the interval [a, 61 be given. Theta 
C-W 
k&z, b) = sup {I” ~\(Mu)(s)lI ds: u E 2, supp 21 C [a, o~[ 1, (3.3) 
a 
and Em,,,-, &(a, t) = K,(u, b). 
Proof. Denote the right-hand side of (3.3) by h,(u, b). Since obviously 
k,(u, b) -<, Iz,(u, b), and since t t+ &(a, t) is isotone by (3.2), it will be enough 
to prove this: for every number k < k,(a, 6) there exists t, a < t < b, 
such that &(a, t) > k. 
Let such a number k be given; we may choose a fixed zc E,Z such that 
supp u C [a, co[ and Jz \\(Mu)(s)l] ds > k. Since nlic E L(E), there exists c, 
a < c < 6, such that 
.C 
J IIWW)ll ds 2 k- (3.4) n 
Choose c in this manner, and choose t, a < c < t < b. We may select 
v E Z such that v agrees with zc on l-03, c] and with 0 on [t, a[. Then 
supp v C [a, t] and, since M is a memory, Mv agrees with Mu on ]-a, c]* 
Using (3.4) and the definition of k,(u, t), we find 
as was to be proved. 
LEMMA 3.2, Let the memory M and the interval [a, 61 be givea If 
$(a, b) < oc), then lim,,,.,, k,,(t, b) = k&u, b). 
Proof. Assume k,(u, b) < 03. Since t t+ k,(t, b) is antitone by (3.2), 
it will be enough to prove the following: for every number k < k,(a, b) 
there exists t, a < t < b, such that k,(t, b) > k. 
Let such a number k be given; we may then choose a fixed u E 2 such 
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that supp u C [a, b] and sz ]/(Mu)(s)/~ ds > K. Since u is continuous and 
u(a) = 0, we may choose c, 
.f: IIWWII ds - k 
a < c < b, such that &,(a, b) * )I u(t’)ii < 
f or all t’ E [a, c]. We further choose t, a < t < c < b. 
We may then select a continuous function 9: R -+ R such that 0 < 97 < 1 
and such that p agrees with 0 on ]-co, t] and with 1 on [c, co[. Then 
supp(u - PU) C [a, c] C [a, b]; therefore 
Now p E Eand supp(v,zl) C [t, b]. Since Mis a memory, supp(M(&) C [t, co[; 
from (3.5) and the definitions we then conclude 
as was to be proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 12 be a positive integer and let (a& i = O,..., n, be a 
strictly increasing sequence in R. Let the memory M be given. Then 
i ULl , 4 < 2&(a,, a,). 
id 
Proof. On account of (3.2) there is no loss in assuming, as we do, that 
k,(a,, , a,) < co; hence k,(a,, , aJ < 03, i = I,..., n. Let E > 0 be given. 
By the definitions, there exists a sequence (zci) in 2, i = l,..., n, such that 
supp ui C kh , 41, i = l,..., n, (3.7) 
r ” Il(~4(s)ll ds 3 k&-l ,4 - cp i = l,..., n. (3.8) - ai- 
We construct, by induction, a sequence (vi) of functions, i = l,..., n, 
such that, for each i, 
vi E t: and SUPP vi C la0 , 41, W) 
Set vs = 0. Let k, 1 < k < n, be given and assume the vi constructed 
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so as to satisfy (3.9), (3.10) for all i, 1 < i < k. If fz.+, \~(Mzk-l)(s)\\ ds > 
$~,(a~-~ , ak), we set zg = z’~-~, and (3.9), (3.10) indeed hold for i = k 
too. If, on the other hand, this inequality does not hold, we set ‘zlTG =
q-1 + zzB . By (3.7), (3.9), supp ~1~~~ C [n, , a,-,] (or = 3 if R = 1) and 
supp 2~~ C [ak.-l , a,]; it follows that wk E Z and (3.9) is satisfied for i = k 
too. Since vk and vp-1 agree on ]--a, a&j, so do Mv, and ME,-, ; thus 
(3.10) holds for 1 G-j < i = k. Finally, (3.8) and the assumption on ZI+~ 
imply 
SO that (3.10) also holds for j = i = k, and the induction is complete. 
From (3.9), (3.10) with i = n we obtain 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, the conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let the memory M, the i?zterval [a, b], and the positive 
integer 12 be given. There exists a sequence (a,), i = O,..., 12, such that 
a -= a, < a, < ... < a, = b, (3.11) 
h,(aj-l , ai) < 2z-?$,(a, b), i = l,..., n. (3.12) 
Proof. If &(a, b) = 0 or &(a, 6) = 03, every sequence (a,), i == 0 ,..., n, 
satisfying (3.11) will also satisfy (3.12) (use (3.2) in the former case). We 
therefore assume that 0 < k&a, b) < co and set p .= 2?z-%,(a, b), so that 
o<p<co. 
For each t E [a, b[ we set T(t) = sup(s E [t, b]: s > t, k,(t, s) < p>, so that 
t < T(t) < b. By (3.2), T: [a, b[ -+ [a, b] is isotone. By Lemma 3.2, the 
function 2 t+ k&t, s): [ a, s --+ R is right-continuous for each fixed s. It [ 
follows at once that the isotone function T is right-continuous. From 
Lemma 3.1 we obtain, on the other hand, 
Mt, T(t)) G P if T(t) > t. (3.13) 
We construct the sequence (a,)-perhaps terminating, perhaps not-by 
setting a, = +(a), i = 0, . . . ( ex p onents indicate iteration) and continuing so 
5051Nr-3 
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long as ~~(a) < 6. From the definition we have a == a, < a, < .... The 
sequence ends at i = k if and only if ~(a~) = b; this may happen even 
for k = 0. On the other hand, if a. L+l = a, for some k, the sequence is 
constant from i = K on, and does not end at all. 
We intend to show that the sequence does indeed end. Let k > 0 be 
some index reached by the sequence, so that G(a) < b. Since 7 is isotope 
and right-continuous, there exists a sequence (Q, i = O,..., k, such that 
b, = a; bi > +-A, i = l,..., k; b, < b. 
From the definition of 7 it follows that a = b, < b, < ... < b, < 6 and 
k,,(bi-, , bi) > p, i = I,..., k. Lemma 3.3, (3.2), and the definition of p then 
imply that either k = 0, or k > 0 and 
L 
kf < i k,(b,-l , 6,) < 2k,(b, , bk) < 2k,(a, b) := np. 
i=l 
In either case, we conclude that k < n. Since k was an arbitrary index 
reached by the sequence, the sequence must end at some index k’, 0 < k’ < n. 
But then a = a0 < a, < ... < a,’ < b and T(a,.,) -= b. We choose 
a,,,, ,..-, a,, arbitrarily so that ay’ < a,‘,, < ... < a, = b. Thus (3.11) 
holds. We have a, = T(a,-J > ai-l, i = l,..., k’, and b = T(ag,) > ak’ ; 
therefore, by (3.13) and (3.2), k,(aiwl , ai) < p, i = I,..., k’, and k,(a,-, , ai) < 
k,(ak, , 6) < p, i = k’ + l,..., n; this proves (3.12). 
The preceding analysis suggests the formulation of the following condition 
that a memory lid may have. 
(RI,): For every t E R there are t’, t” E R, t’ < t < t”, such that ku(t’, t), 
k,(t, t”) < m. 
COROLLARY 3.5. A memory M satisfies (M,) if and oiz& iJ’ there exists, 
for each number p > 0 and eack compact interval [a, b], a Jinite sequence (a,), 
i = o,..., II, such that a = a0 < ... < a, = 6 a?ld k,(a(-, , ai) < p, i = l,..., n. 
Proof. The “if” part is a trivial consequence of (3.2). If ntl satisfies 
(M,) and [a, 61 is given, an obvious compactness argument implies, with 
the help of (3.2), that there exists a finite sequence (cj), j = l,..., m, say, 
such that a = co < ... < c,~, = b and k,(ci-l , cj) < co, j == l,..., 111. The 
conclusion follows by Theorem 3.4. 
4. SOLUTIONS 
When attempting to define and work with solutions of equations such as 
(1.3) under “Caratheodory conditions” it is most convenient to refer to 
the corresponding integral equation, as we now do. 
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Let the Banach space E and the memory icf be given and fixed in the 
sequel. If Y E L(E) and a E R are given, a solution of 
li + Mu := T, t>,a (4-1hl 
is defined to be a function u E K(E) that satisfies 
u(t) = u(a) - Jf (Mu - Y)(S) ds, t > a. ~44k71 
a 
It is clear that if u is a solution of (4.1) tr,l and a’ > a, then u is also a solution 
of (4.1)[&] . 
Our principal aim in this section is to prove a strong existence and 
uniqueness theorem for the “initial-value problem” for Eq. (4.1)~~~ under 
the very mild condition (M,) on the memory M. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f E L(E) and the interval [a, b] be given, and assume that 
k,(a, b) < 1. There exists a unique function y E C(E) such that y agrees z&h 0 
OS 1-00, a] and with a constant on [b, a-~[, and suck that 
y(t) = J” (f - M-y)(s) ds, a<t<b. (4.3) 
a 
Tkis function satis$es 
ly I < (1 - &(a, b))-l lb I!f(s)I! ds. 
‘a 
(4.4) 
Proof. Let A be the subspace of C(E) consisting of those functions 
that agree with 0 on ]-co, a] and with a constant on [b, cx$. A function 
y E A satisfies (4.3) if and only if it is a fixed point of the affine mapping 
F: A + A defined by 
(Fzj(t) = j-zn;r: (f - M.z)(s) ds, tER, ZEA. (4.5) 
But such a fixed point exists indeed, and is unique, for F is contract&e: 
by Lemma 3.1, 
I Fz’ - Fz 1 < s” Il(M(x’ - z))(s)i[ ds < k,(a, h) . 1 z’ - x 1, 
a 
z, z’ E A, (4,6) 
and k,(a, b) < 1 by assumption. By (4.5), (4.6), the unique fixed point y 
satisfies 
I~1=l~yl~I~y-~~I+I~Ol~k,(a,~)~iyI-L~~~llf(~)lid~, 
and this implies (4.4). 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let f 6 L(E) and the interval [a, b] be given, and assume that 
there exists a sequence (a,), i = 0 ,..., n, such that a = a, < .=. < a, = 6 and 
k,(ai-, , a.;) < 1, i = I,..., n. Then tJzere exists a unique function w, E C(E) 
such that w, agrees with 0 on ]-co, a] and with a constant 07r! [b, co[, and 
such that a function w E K(E) agrees with 0 on l-03, a] and satisfies 
W(t) = s’ (f - Mzo)(s) ds, a,(t,(b (4.7) 
a 
if and only if w agrees with w, on ] - co, b]. 
Proof. We define the sequence (yJ, i = l,..., a, in C(E) by induction, 
as follows. By Lemma 4.1 there exists, for each i = l,..., 12, a unique 
yi EC(E) that agrees with 0 on ]--GO, ai..t] and with a constant on [ad, co[, 
and satisfies 
yi(t) = i, (f - M (glyj)) (4 ds, ai-, < t < ai . (4.8) 
We set .wO = ~~=ryi and claim that this function satisfies the conclusion. 
Indeed, w,, E C(E) agrees with 0 on ]--co, a] and with a constant on [b, CO[, 
since all yi have these properties. We observe that w,, and C:=iy.j agree 
on ]-co, a,], hence Mw,, and A/r(~~,iyj) agree on the same interval for 
i = l,..., n; thus (4.8) implies 
yi(O = jat,-, (f- J%>(4 ds, ai- < t d a, , i-1 )...) n. (4.9) 
2 
Let wgK(E) b e g iven. Suppose that w and w,, agree on ] - 00, b] (hence 
w agrees with 0 on l-03, a]); then Mw and Mw, also agree on ]-co, b]. 
Let t E [a, b] be given; then t E [ak+ , ak] for some index k, 1 < k < n; 
from (4.9) and the assumptions on the yi we find 
k-l 
W(t) = %u,(t) = C rdt) + h(t) + f J%(t) = '2 yi(ai) 4 yk(t) + 0 
i=l i=ki-1 i=t 
= z ja;;, (f - J,%)(s) ds + s.‘,-, (f - Mw,)(s) ds 
d 
= jat (f - M%)(s) ds = s,“Cr - Mw)(s) ds, 
so that indeed w satisfies (4.7); in particular, so does w,, itself. 
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Assume conversely that w agrees with 0 on I--O=, u] and satisfies (4.7); 
since w,, has the same properties, we may set z = zu - ws and find that 
a(t) = - J” (Mz)(s) ds, a<t<d. (4.10) 
a 
We claim that x agrees with 0 on ]--a, ai], i = O,..., n. The claim is true 
for i = 0; suppose it is true for i = k - 1 for a given k, 1 < k < n. Define 
xk E C(E) to agree with z on ]-co, a,] (hence with 0 on I-- XJ, a&J) and 
with a constant on [al,, co[. Since Mz, and Mz agree on ]-CO, a,], (4.10) 
implies 
q,.(t) = - St (M.xk)(s) ds, a,, < t d a,; 
Q-1 
by the uniqueness conclusion of Lemma 4.1, xx: -= 0, and the claim is proved 
for i = k. Nence it holds for all i, and in particular x = w -- w0 agrees 
with x, = 0 on ]-co, a,l = ]-co, 61; thus w and w0 agree on this interva1, 
as was to be proved. 
Scholium. 4.3. The existence of the required sequence (aJ is guaranteed 
by Theorem 3.4 if k,(a, b) < oo. In this case we can estimate the size of w0 ; 
we shall try to do this as precisely as possible. Set k, = !~,(a, b) < co and 
choose a positive integer n > 2k, . By Theorem 3.4 there exists (a,) such 
that a=~,<... < a, = b and &(a,, , ai) < 2+k, < 1. Then we 
construct (~3 and ‘zu,, as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. By Lemma 4.1 and (4.8), 
and hence 
G (1 - 2~+J-1 (lab ilf(s)ll ds + kc, g Iyi I), k = l,..., n. 
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It follows from this sequence of inequalities that w0 = Cyslyi satisfies 
I w. I < i 
i=l 
ki-‘(l - Za-‘%,J-~ l” ilf(s)il ds; 
a 
we note that this inequality holds for every positive integer n > 2ko . 
THEOREM 4.4. Let M be a menzory satisfying (n/r,). For every a E R there 
are linear mapp&gs P(a): K(E) -+ K(E) and Q(a): L(E) -+ K(E) such that 
for every a E K(E) and Y E L(E): 
(1): u = P(a)v + Q(a) Y is the unique solution of (4.l)ml that agrees 
with v on ]-CO, a]; 
(2): ;fu EK(E) g a rees with v on ]- CXJ, a] and satis$es 
u(t) = u(a) - j” (Mu - r)(s) ds, a<t<b, (4.11) 
0, 
for a given b > a, then u agrees with P(a)v + Q(a)r on l-50, b]. 
Proof. Let a, v, Y be given, and let v0 E K(E) be the function that agrees 
with u on ]-CO, a] and with a constant on [a, a[; setf = Y - Mvo E L(E). 
For given b > a, a function ZI E K(E) agrees with v (hence with 21s) on 
]-co, a] and satisfies (4.11) if and only if w = u - v, agrees with 0 on 
]-cc, a] and satisfies 
w(t) = u(t) - vu(t) = u(t) - u(a) 
=: j” (r - Mu)(s) A = j” (f - Mw)(s) ds, a<t<b, 
a n 
that is, (4.7). By Corollary 3.5, the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied; 
the conclusion of the theorem then follows from that lemma, from com- 
parison of (4.11) and (4.2) [a~ , and from the linearity of the problem. 
Scholium 4.5. P and ,Q satisfy certain functional equations. Indeed, let 
a, a’ E R, a’ > a, and v E K(E), Y E L(E) be given, and set u = P(a)a + Q(a)u. 
Since u is a solution of both (4.1)[,1 and (4-l),,,, , and of course agrees with 
itself on J-co, a’], we have 
P(a)v + Q(a)r = u = P(a’)u + Q(a’)r = P(a’) P(a)v + (P(a’) Q(a) + Q(a’))r-. 
Since v, Y were arbitrary, P and Q satisfy the equations 
P(a) = P(a’) P(a), Q(a) = W> Q(a) + QW, a < a’. (4.12) 
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An interesting case to which Theorem 4.4 is applicable is that in which 
the memory ill satisfies the following condition. 
(M): The restriction of M to C(E) is a bounded linear mapping 
MC: C(E) --+ M(E). 
We note that if M satisfies (M), then 
&,(a, 4 < !I Mc I!, if O<b--a<l, (4.13) 
and therefore 176 also satisfies (l&J. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let M be a memory satisfying (&I). Then the conclusions 
of Theorem 4.4 hold and there exists a number (3 3 0 such that 
ZI E K(E) 
t b a, (4.14) 
ii(Q(a)r)(t)[j < II MC ii-‘(e” - 1) J’: euLr-” jj r(s)ij ds, r E L(E) 
where [ ] denotes the “greatest-integer” fumtion. (Read 1 for jj MC 11-l (eO - 1) 
when M = 0.) 
Proof. 1. We claim that the conclusion holds with 
o = log 
( 
i (1 iVc ii”(l - 2n-i /i Yi& ii)-” , 
i=O 1 
(4.15~ 
where n is an arbitrary fixed integer greater than 2 Ij Mc jj. 
We use the following temporary notation. If y E K(E) and t E R, we set 
I Y It = sup,<* II Y(S)ll B co. 
2. Let a’, 6’ E R, 0 < 6’ - a’ < I, and YJ E K(E), 1’ E L(E) be given. 
Then u = F’(a’)v + Q(a’) Y is the unique solution of (4.1)t,,l that agrees 
with ‘z on ] - co, a’]. We let q, E K(E) be defined to agree with z, on ] - CO, a’] 
and with a constant on [a’, co[, and set f = 7 - &k. : rn = u - z+, . Using 
(4.13) and ] no lb, I-= 1 v 1,~ I we find 
By the argument of the proof of Theorem 4.4 and by Lemma 4.2 and 
Scholium 4.3, w agrees on ]- 03,6’] with a function w, E C(E) that satisfies 
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I wo I G c c: IIf(4ll d-5 where we may choose c = Ij rWc 11-i (P - 1) on 
account of (4.13), (4.15). Therefore, 
= I 24 lb, d I vo Ia? + I wo I 
d I v Id + it n/f, II-V - 1) (Ii MC II I a Id + jay' Ii Ml ds) 
= e'T 1 z, I,? + II n/r, Il-l(e" - 1) jay II +)ll ds. 
Since n, r were arbitrary and P(a’), Q(a’) are linear, 
I P(+ lb* d e” I 22 Id , I Q(+ Ia* < II MC IHe - I) lb’ II M & a,’ 
0 < 6’ - a’ < 1, ZJ E K(E), Y E L(E). (4.16) 
3. Let a, t E R, t > a, and v E K(E), Y E L(E) be given. We apply 
(4.12) and (4.16) successively to a’ = t - l,..., t - [t - a], a and b’ = 
t ,***> t - [t - a] + 1, t - [t - a], and find 
1 P(u)v It < e”[t-a+l’ 1 0 I, 
I Q(@ It < II & Il-Ye” - 1) 
and (4.14) is an immediate consequence. 
5. SHORT MEMORIES 
In this section we sketch a typical situation that can be reduced to a special 
case of the existence and uniqueness theorems presented earlier. 
We again assume that the Banach space E is given. For every a E R and 
every function f defined on a subset of R containing [a, co[, fral denotes 
the restriction of .f to [a, co[. For each a E R, Kr&E), Cc&E), Lr,j(E), 
Ml,,(E) denote the spaces consisting of the restrictions to [u, UJ[ of the 
elements of K(E), C(E), L(E), M(E), respectively. The second and the 
fourth are Banach spaces with the obvious norms. 
E shall denote the Banach space C( [ - 1 , 01, E) of all continuous functions 
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0’: [-LO] 4 I?, with the norm ~v’U = SII~,,[-~,~~ j/ V’(S)/. Let a E R be 
given. For each t > n we define the slicing operator D(t): Kc,-,1(E) -+ E by 
(fl(W>(s> = u’(t + 4 -1 < s d 0, U‘ g Kr&E)> 
so that n(t)zJ is the “slice” of u’ between t - 1 and t, transplanted to [- 1,5]. 
A short memory is a linear mapping M’: K[-,@) --ZI L[,j(E) such that: 
for each interval [a, b] C [O, co[, if u’, V’ E Kr-r>(E) agree on [a - 1, b]? 
then IU’u’, WV’ agree on [a, b]. This condition allows us to define, for 
each a >, 5, a “cut-down” memory M;q: K[,&3) + L~,l(Ej as follows: 
* 
if U’ E K[,&E), then u’ = u[~.-~, for some u” E KL-~~(E), and we set 
IPI;& = (WU”)[~J ; it follows at once from the definition of a short memory 
that this construction does not depend on the choice of u”, and satisfies 
nl;*,y;,,,, = (nqa,u’)[,q ) a’> a > 5, Y’EK[,-&E). (5.1) 
For each short memory W and each interval [a, b] C [5, CQ[ we may 
define 
k,‘(M’; a, b) 
= sup 1s.” il(~‘W)il d s: 24’ E C[,](.E), I 24’ I d 1, supp 24’ f [a, b] 1, 
and state conditions on M’ analogous to (M,) and (PI): 
(M,‘): For each t > 5 there exists t’, 0 < t’ < t, such that kO’(f, t) < cx), 
and for each t > 5 there exists t” > t such that kO’(t, t”) < co. 
(NI’): The restriction of M to C~-,I(E) is a bounded linear mapping 
M,‘: CL&X) --+ MI&E). 
We assume the short memory M’ and the function r’ EL~,~(E) given, 
and consider the equation 
tif,, + Mu&’ = rfa] c4M 
for each a > 5: a soZution of (5.2)1,1 is defined to be a function U’ E Kt,-,1(E) 
such that 
u’(t) = u’(a) - J” ((M&p’)(s) - r’(s)) ds, t > a. (5.3)1,1 
a 
We now come to the existence and uniqueness theorems for the initial- 
value problem for equation (5.2)[,7 . 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M’ be a short memoq7 satisfying (TV&‘). For eoe~y 
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a > 0 there are &ear mappings P’(a): E -+ Ku,-,1(E) and Q’(a): I+,,(E) + 
KC,-r](E) such that for every v’ EE and +’ E J&(E): 
(1): U’ -= P’(a),’ + Q’( a 1’ is the unique sobtioz of (5.2)~~~ that sattifies ). 
I7(a)u’ = a’; 
(2): ;f u’ E K[,-r](E) satkjes IT( = v’ and 
u’(t) = u’(a) - It ((M~ap’)(s) - r’(s)) ds, a<t<b (5.4) 
n 
for a given b > a, then u’ agrees with P’(a)v’ + Q’(a)r’ 012 [a - 1, b]. 
Proof. Let a > 0 be fixed. Define M: K(E) --f L(E) as follows. For 
each u E K(E), MU agrees with 0 on ]-co, a] and with M;al~;+l, on [a, co[. 
It is immediate from the definitions that d/l is a memory and that it satisfies 
Wd 
Let 1;” EE and r’ E Lr,,l(E) be given. Define v E K(E) to agree with a 
constant on ]-co, a - l] and with a (possibly different) constant on 
[a, a[, and to satisfy v(a + s) = v’(s), s F [-1, 01; and define Y E L(E) to 
agree with 0 on ]--CO, 0] and with Y’ on [0, CC)[. 
For each u’ E Kc,-r,(E), let u E K(E) be the function that agrees with a 
constant on ]-co, a - l] and with u’ on [a - 1, co[. It is then a matter 
of direct verification that U’ satisfies R-(a)~’ = V’ if and only if u agrees 
with v on ]-co, a]; that U’ satisfies (5.4) f or a given b if and only if u satisfies 
(4.11) for the same b; and hence, by inspection of (5.3)[,1 and (4.2)[,1 , that 
u’ is a solution of (5.2)1,,~ if and only if u is a solution of (4.1)[,1 .
The conclusion now follows from Theorem 4.4. P’(a) and Q’(a) are defined 
by P’(a)v’ = (P(a)zj)[,,l , Q’(a)+ = (Q(a)r)la-rl , where v and T are defined 
as above and depend linearly on v’, Y’, respectively. 
The linear-mapping-valued functions P’ and Q’ also satisfy functional 
equations, derived from Theorem 5.1 as (4.12) follows from Theorem 4.4. 
The key observation is that if a’ > a > O’and U’ is a solution of (5.2)[,1 , 
then u;~,-rj is a solution of (5.2)1,,~ . The functional equations are 
II(t) P’(a) = II(t) P’(a’) I7(a’) P(u) 
t>a’>a>O. (5.5) 
n(t) Q’(a) = fl(t)(P’(a’) n(a’) Q’(a) + Q’(4) 
We introduce the transition operators U(t, t,,): E + E defined for all 
t 3 to b 0 by 
U(t, to) = II(t) P’@“). (5.6) 
The significance of these operators and the justification of the name we 
have chosen are explained by the following result. 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Let M’ be a short memory satisfving (ill,‘). Then the 
transition operators satisfJ1 
and if a 3 0 and u’ is a solution of (5.2)[,1 with r’ = 0 (the homogeneous 
equation), then 
I7(t)u’ = qt, to) L.qt,)u’, t 3 to 3 a. (5.8) 
Proof. U(t, ) t,) = I follows from (5.6) and Theorem 5.1, (1). The 
rest of (5.7) follows from (5.6) and (5.5). If U’ is a solution of the homo- 
geneous equation (5.2)[,1 , then u’ = P’(a) 17(a)u’, and (5.8) follows from 
(5.6) and (5.7). 
We now examine the quantitative results that may be obtained when 
the short memory M’ satisfies (M’). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let M’ be a short memory satisfying (M’). Then the con- 
clusions qf Theorem 5.1 hold, and there exists a number u’ >, 0 such that 
a--n+11 ll(WWM d e 3 v1 0, V’EE 
I@‘(a) r’j(t)ij < // MC’ l/-l(e”’ - 1) jat eo’[t-sl j/ r’(s)// ds, 
W) 
P’ E Lr&E) 
(Read 1 for /I MC’ j/--l (eO’ - 1) wkn M’ = 0.) 
Proof. We use the constructions of the proof of Theorem 5.1. Since 
M’ satisfies (M’), the memory 2l1 satisfies (M), and j/ n/l, j( < /j jkrc’ I(. 
We choose the positive integer R > 2 /I M,’ 11, and define U’ by (4.15) with 
jj ikfc 11 replaced by 11 MC’ 1). If 0 is given by (4.15) with the same n, but 
without replacement, we have o < u’, II A/r, 11-l (eff - 1) < I( II/l,’ /(-I (eU’ - I) 
(observe that u depends on a, but a’ does not). We may therefore apply 
Theorem 4.6 to obtain the concIusion, noting that sups+ // a(s)ll = 0~’ 17. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let M’ be a short memory satisfying (R/I’). Thez the 
transition operators satisfy (5.7) afld (5.8), and 
jj U(t, t,)l( < e”“t-fo+l’, t > t, 3 0. (5.10) 
Proof. Corollary 5.2, (5.6), and (5.9). 
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6. COMPACT TRANSITION OPERATORS 
Our notations and terminology are those of Section 5. It is often important 
and useful to know whether certain transition operators are compact. We 
give a strong affirmative result in this direction for finite-dimensional E. 
We need some additional notation. We denote by E, the Banach space 
L*([- 1, 01, 3) of all (equivalence classes of) Bochner-integrable functions 
g: [-1, 0] + E with the norm Jtl )/g(s)J/ ds. It is expedient to use a separate 
notation for the slicing operator 17,(t): Lr,l(E) ---f E, defined for each a > 0 
and t > a + 1 by 
vw)f’)(4 = f’(t + 4% -1 < s < 0, f’ E &z](E), 
to distinguish it from II(t), which acts on a space of continuous functions. 
We further need the “Volterra operator” V: E, --+ E and the “evaluation 
operator” W: E --+ E defined, respectively, by 
-1 <s<O, gEE, 
(WV’)(S) = v’(O), -1 < s < 0, ~‘EE. 
Both are bounded linear mappings, with 11 Y/I = 11 lY/I = 1. We recall a 
useful property of F. 
LEMMA 6.1. If E is finite-dimensional, V maps each relatively weakly 
compact set in E, into a relatively compact set ill E. 
Proof. Let Q be a relatively weakly compact set in E1 . It is relatively 
weakly sequentially compact (Eberlein’s Theorem). We apply [l; IV.8.10 
and IV.X.Il]-with the obvious adaptation to a space of functions with 
values in an arbitrary finite-dimensional Banach space E-and conclude: for 
each number E > 0 there exists a number B > 0 such that sB )I g 1) dm < E 
for all g E Q and all measurable sets B C [- 1, 0] with m(B) < 8 (here m 
denotes Lebesgue measure). It follows that V(Q) is equicontinuous-indeed 
equi-absolutely continuous. Since Q is bounded in E, , V(Q) is bounded 
in E; hence V(Q) is relatively compact in E (Arzeli-Ascoli Theorem). 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume that E is finite-dimensional, and let M’ be a short 
memory satisfying (M’). Then the transition operate U(tl , tO) is compact for 
all to > 0, tl > t, f 1. 
ProoJ 1. We show first that U(a + 1, a) is compact for each a > 0. 
Let a 3 0 be fixed throughout this part of the proof. 
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Let v’ e E be given, and define w’ E CL-~&??) to agree with a constant on 
[-I, a- l] withP’( a ) v’ on [a - I, a + 11, and with a constant on [a + 1, OO[. 
Then I w’ 1 = maxteta-l,nC1] I\(P’(a)v’)(t)\i < max(0u’ cl, e”’ Dn’ O> = 
em’av’ 0, by Theorem 5.3. Therefore 
We conclude that T = I&(a + 1) ~‘$$‘(a): E -+ E, is a bounded linear 
mapping. Since E is finite-dimensional, E, is weakly complete and T is 
weakly compact [l; IV.8.6 and VI.7.61. 
Let zl’ EE again be given. By Theorem 5.3, u’ = P’(u),’ is the solution 
of (5.2)[,1 , hence of (5.3)~~~ , with Y’ = 0 and II(n)u’ = YI’~ Using Corol- 
lary 5.2, we find 
(U(a i- 1) u) v’)(s) = (U(u + I) a) II(a) u’)(s) = (Iqu + 1) u’)(s) 
= ~~‘(a + 1 + s) = z&z) - jaufl+S (M;cc,u’)(s’) ds’ 
zzz v’(O) - js (L&(a + 1) I&P’(a) w’)(J) ds’ 
= (WV’)(S) -’ (PTu’)(s), -l<s<O. 
Since 2~’ E E was arbitrary, we conclude that U(a + I, a) = W - VT. Now 
E is finite-dimensional, and T is weakly compact; therefore FP has finite 
rank, and VT is compact by Lemma 6.1. We conclude that U(a + 1, a) 
is compact. 
2. Let now to 3 0 and t, > to + 1 be given. We have U(tr , to) = 
KJ(t, , t, - 1) U(tr - 1, to), and these operators are bounded (Corollaries 5.2 
and 5.4); by Part 1 of this proof, CJ(tr , t, - 1) is compact; hence U(tr , to) 
is compact. 
Remark 1. A careful perusal of the proofs of Lemma 6.1 and Theo- 
rem 6.2 shows that, under the assumptions of the latter, C’(t, , to) is more 
than compact: the image under 7I(i(t r , to) of a bounded set in E is not merely 
equicontinuous, but equi-absolutely continuous. 
Remark 2. It is almost obvious that ri(tr , E,) cannot be compact for 
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any non-trivial E, any short memory, and any t,, , tr if t,, < tl < t,, + 1; 
and that it cannot be compact for any infinite-dimensional E, any short 
memory, and any to, t1 = to + 1. Further? if E is infinite-dimensional, 
h4’ = 0, and tr > to + 1, then U(t r , t,) is always equal to the non-compact 
operator TV. Thus Theorem 6.2 is best possible for short memories satisfying 
P’)- 
Remark 3. In Theorem 6.2 the condition (M’) may be replaced, with 
obvious amendments in the proof, by the weaker assumption that 
SUP /Iaa+l l](M'd)(s)!l dS: 24' EC[-IJ(E), 12.4' 1 < 11 < m for each a > 0, 
or, equivalently, that Al’: KI-r,(E) + L&E) is continuous for the obvious 
Frechet-space topologies of domain and codomain. However, this case may 
also be reduced to the case in which (M’) does hold: once to , t1 are given, 
it is enough to apply Theorem 6.2 to the short memory A/* defined by 
requiring that M”u’ agree with M’zi on [0, tr] and with 0 on [tr , oo[, since 
this Arl” satisfies (M’). 
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